Oracle MICROS InMotion
Mobile
Oracle MICROS InMotion Mobile is an included,
downloadable companion app to our Oracle
MICROS Reporting and Analytics Cloud Service.
Oracle MICROS InMotion Mobile provides
actionable data, enabling hospitality operators
to evaluate restaurant performance, measure
success against forecast, and make businesscritical decisions quickly, all from their
smartphones.
TIMELY HOSPITALITY MANAGEMENT
Designed specifically for hospitality food and beverage management, Oracle MICROS
InMotion Mobile delivers data in an easy-to-understand mobile user interface, so you
can view both high-level trends and the results of front-line operations on your
smartphone in your own language. You can then quickly and intuitively explore and
act on key performance indicators (KPIs) from any location.

ACTIONABLE DATA ON YOUR MOBILE DEVICE
Not only does InMotion mobile provide near real-time data, it also utilizes historical
performance to create a forecast. This forecasted data can provide a simple and easy
way to determine changes to menu, staffing, and other key operations. And with
push notifications enabled, managers can receive alerts straight to their smartphone
when voids, discounts, and other costly behaviors reach a certain threshold. No more
waiting until the end of the day to take action—with InMotion, managers can be
proactive, ensuring success in their restaurants shift after shift.

EMPOWER HOTEL AND CASINO RESTAURANT
OPERATIONS
Oracle MICROS InMotion Mobile unifies data within the hotel and casino restaurant
operations. Whether your property has one food outlet or over one hundred, food
and beverage managers can keep track of performance and sales for all restaurant
operations, no matter where they are located.
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Access valuable data from anywhere.

InMotion Mobile allows managers to take operational matters quite literally into their
own hands. Spending less time in the back office means more time on the floor,
interacting with guests and staff and ensuring a flawless operation.

See full check details

CONNECT WITH US
For more information about Oracle Hospitality and its related products,
visit oracle.com/hospitality or call +1.800.ORACLE1 to speak to an Oracle representative.
blogs.oracle.com/hospitality

facebook.com/ OracleHospitality

twitter.com/ OracleHosp
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